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1. What is a Crop Swap

Neighbors, backyard gardeners and urban homesteaders come together
regularly to share the abundance of their garden-grown fruits and veggies at
local meet-ups in a central location.

At a crop swap, neighbors
exchange avocados, leafy
greens, beets, oranges, apples,
berries, squash and more!
Some crop swaps even
include trades for honey,
eggs, seeds/starters, flowers,
and preserved or prepared
foods, like pickles, jams.

Benefits of crop swaps
include healthy eating,
building community,
sharing local plant
knowledge, gardening
tips, recipe exchanges
and learning to enjoy
healthy food preparation
techniques.
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Communities organized
around crop swaps also
come up with great group
projects like public edible
landscapes, parkway
garden projects, hosting
workshops and turning
empty lots into farms.

2. Create a Schedule &
Pick a Location

Locations for Crop Swaps can vary from a private backyard to a public park,
from the library to a community center or church. Times for Crop Swaps should
satisfy the swappers. We've had swaps on weekend mornings, weeknight
evenings and even in the afternoons, each attracting different crowds.

Although earlier Crop swaps
have been tried, 10am
seems to be a sweet spot for
weekend swapping. Evening
and afternoon crop swaps
seem to draw smaller
crowds of busier people, so
you may figure out your
crop swap crowd through
trial and error and getting to
know your participants.

Sites that are embedded within community neighborhoods
make the best spaces for crop swaps, but these fresh food
barters can begin at a local park or community center, library,
church, fire station, etc. No money changes hands, and everyone
goes home with fruits, vegetables, or herbs. While the actual
cash-free transactions can take place in mere minutes, in most
cases, people linger long after the produce exchanges have
taken place to visit with new friends, practice yoga, hang out
with old pals, or pick up some pointers on cooking the goodies
they have gathered. Having food growing and gardening
activities at the crop swap site is a major plus.
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3. How to Run a
Crop Swap

While some crop swaps ask folks to sign-in, some weigh produce, as well. Most
hang signs and put out tables and blankets for people to put their goods on.
Participants are given a chance to look at the harvest, share who they are, where
they are from and what they have brought.

Stories can add value to the foods exchanged:
like learning that the limes someone brought
came from a tree planted in the 1920s or being
surprised that an unassuming weed is actually
a French delicacy when prepared with butter
and eggs. Often urban farmers even share the
conditions in which the crops were grown, and
how they are cooked and even if used
medicinally or for culturally-specific purposes.

Crop exchanges take place, typically in an
informal fashion if it's a small gathering, with
people simply picking up what looks good to
them and popping it into bags and baskets.
With larger gatherings of 12 or more, it is best to
advise participants to take one or two items on
the first pass and to take more on their second
pass to allow everyone to share in the bounty.
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4. Empowering
Community
Leadership
Part of the success of a crop swap is giving people meaningful roles. NLB Crop
Swap organizer, Jeff Rowe, got in the habit of assigning roles and
responsibilities freely to allow the community to rise to the occassion.

Chef Benny gives regular cooking tips to Crop Swappers, a girl scout troop took charge of
composting, Melissa Botten, who has a business called “Healing in High Heels” became the Crop
Swap Yoga Captain, Marlene Leyzaola became the Tomato Festival event producer, Phil, Mark, Lee
and Melissa S. became co-farm managers. Roles gave people purpose and made them feel
connected to the crop swap event, making their investment a big win for the community.
The UC Master Gardener & Victory Garden programs hosted by the University of California were also
critical partners in elevating the knowledge of food-growing in our community.
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5. Social Media

Social media can play a large part in organizing a successful crop swap!

There is a North Long Beach Crop Swappers Facebook group that posts events, flyers and trade tips.
There are additional Facebook pages and groups that can help share information about crop swaps
including: LB Fresh, LB Grocery Coop, LB Community Table, Lakewood Fruit and Vegetable
Exchange, Coalition for a Healthy North Long Beach and additional pages based on neighborhood or
other nearby associations or food groups. There is even a smart phone app called “Crop Swap” on
the Android and iTunes store if you want to stay posted on your local crop swap happenings.
Generating an email list after having crop swappers sign in allows you to communicate about,
upcoming swaps, special guests, cancellations or any emergencies.
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6. Top 10 Tips for
Crop Swap Organizers

1. Team up: Work with a small group of committed people, up to five is ideal, advised Long Beach
Fresh, to share the load and divvy up duties both on the day-of and in advance of a crop swap.
Sometimes a local like-minded group or organization may be willing to share resources with you.
The North Long Beach Crop Swap for example was organized by the Grant Neighborhood
Association along with LB Fresh with support from the Coalition from Healthy North Long Beach
and with space provided by Councilman Rex Richardson.

2. Find a spot: That old real estate adage – location, location, location – holds true in the case of
picking a place for a crop swap. When choosing a site, consider:
- access to bike and public transportation routes
- visibility – look for a spot that large numbers of the public can readily see and find
- parking availibility
- wheelchair accessibility
- green space ( somewhat enclosed is best) – gardeners love to see trees, plants, and flowers
- size – the venue needs to have room for people to mix comfortably during the crop swap
- shade, if it is hot weather or wet weather
- access to water, for clean-up purposes (and the thirsty)
- Bathroom availibility
3. Spread the word: Distribute flyers, talk up the event, use social networking, and solicit local
coverage from online, print, and broadcast media. Walk the neighborhood and invite your
neighbors who you can see have fruit trees and other crops growing around their homes.
4. Have clear guidelines: No cash, produce only or also prepared foods, pesticide-free or organic
fruits and vegetables, etc. Whatever rules the group sets, make sure they're conveyed to
participants. LB Fresh spells it out online in their Facebook Invite: "No pesticides or
petrochemicals, only organic gardening methods, arrive on time for trading, and have a great
time!" Take the time to clearly outline how to participate with your event to ensure best results.
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6. Top 10 Tips for
Crop Swap Organizers
(continued)

5. Make it easy for people to find the crop swap: Request the creativity of the group to create signs
out of re-used materials.
6. Be reliable and consistent: Hold the crop swap at the same time, same place, on a regular basis,
whether weekly, monthly, or seasonal. Then people come to expect the event, and make it part of
their routine.
7. Organize the bounty: Make it easy for attendees by labeling the areas where people can put
their crops and spell out what goes where – perhaps vegetables, fruit, and delicate items like eggs
on tables, and hardier items like potted produce, starters, and pumpkins on blankets on the grass,
along with any large quantity of produce, such as a bumper crop of lemons.
8. Add some personal (green) touches: Encourage swappers to bring their own bag and consider
making interesting displays. The most advanced display we've seen was a "Make your own" herbal
bouquet stand with 18 varieties of herbs, flowers, and shrubs.
9. Involve all groups, cultures, generations and: People from different cultures have different food
ways and much to teach other groups about their culturally specific foods, Retirees for example
may have more time to volunteer to organize an event; young ones are often happy to help sort
produce, call cards, or weigh items.
10. Get to know neighbors near the swap site: They may be allies in this edible adventure, attend
the event, and, equally importantly, may allow the group to borrow tables or store items at their
house or garage, which can considerably cut down on schlepping duties for swap organizers.
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7. Special Notice:
CDFA Quarantine

The Long Beach area, has been placed under quarantine for the Mexican fruit fly following the
detection of the pest in the area.
The quarantine area measures 79 square miles, bordered on the north by CA-91; on the south by
the Pacific Ocean; on the west by I-110; and on the east by Palo Verde Avenue. A link to the
quarantine map may be found here:www.cdfa.ca.gov/plant/mexfly/regulation.html.
The quarantine affects any growers, wholesalers, and retailers of susceptible fruit in the area as
well as nurseries that grow and sell Mexican fruit fly host plants. Those businesses are all required
to take steps to protect against the spread of the pest. At the Long Beach/Los Angeles ports,
exports as well as imports may be impacted depending on specific circumstances. The
quarantine will also affect local residents growing host commodities on their property. Movement
of those commodities is not permitted. Residents are urged to consume homegrown produce on
site. These actions protect against the spread of the infestation to nearby regions where it could
affect California’s food supply as well as backyard gardens and landscapes.
The Mexican fruit fly can infest more than 50 types of fruits and vegetables. For more information
on this pest, please see a pest profile at: www.cdfa.ca.gov/plant/go/MexFly. Residents who believe
their fruits and vegetables may be infested with fruit fly larvae are encouraged to call the state’s
toll-free Pest Hotline at 1-800-491-1899.
While fruit flies and other invasive species that threaten California’s crops and natural
environment are sometimes detected in agricultural areas, the vast majority are found in urban
and suburban communities. The most common pathway for these invasive species to enter our
state is by “hitchhiking” in fruits and vegetables brought back illegally by travelers as they return
from infested regions of the world. To help protect California’s agriculture and natural resources,
CDFA urges travelers to follow the Don’t Pack a Pest program guidelines
(www.dontpackapest.com).
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8. Appendix:
Additional
Resources

Want to learn about seasonal growing:
http://www.thevegetablegarden.info/planting-schedules

Need ideas for healthy recipes:
Eatfresh.org
Whatscooking.fns.gov

Need to create a flyer or social media post:
Canva.com
Try Canva, it’s a free online design software.

Need to make copies:
Lbds.info/heighborhood_services
Check out the City of Long Beach Neighborhood Resource Center:
Print up to 200 color and 500 black and white copies at the Neighborhood Resource Center.

Farmers interested in farming on a vacant lot:
Longbeach.gov/sustainability
Learn more about the City’s Urban Agriculture Incentive Zone (UA1Z).
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